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RFP22-4491- CKAN and web development services 

 

Date: 14/09/2023 
 

Clarification 1: Annex 4: TECHNICAL PROPOSAL SUBMISSION FORM - Point d - Description of their 
approach to CKAN and Drupal managed hosting - Please clarify if we have to provide documentation 
regarding this point also in case we bid for other lots (2.1 at 2.6) 
 
No this description is really targeted for the mentioned CKAN/Drupal applications. On the other hand, 

you are free to explain the hosting solutions you are considering or using for the applications on which 

you are bidding. 

 
Clarification 2: Annex 4: TECHNICAL PROPOSAL SUBMISSION FORM - Point d - A description of their 
capabilities in each of the areas described in the TORs & Examples of past work relevant to the services 
described in the TORs- Please clarify if it refers to the Company or to the Team components 
 
In the instructions for this RFP, it is specified that the expected response includes:  

• A description of the teams allocated to our needs (anonymised CVs, qualifications, years of 

experience, etc.) 

• A description of their capabilities in each of the areas described in the TORs 

• Examples of past work relevant to the services described in the TORs” 

So it means that with the anonymised CV, we will have an idea of the capabilities of the Team 

components. The capabilities of the company are really linked to the ones of the Team Component, so 

for us, we talk as much about those of the consultants as those of the company in general. 

Regarding your past experiences, we prefer those that have been conducted by the company. Those 

of the consultants carried out outside the company in the past may be relevant if the consultants in 

question are really involved in the realization of the projects entrusted during the duration of the 

framework contract. In addition, we consider of course that the presence of these skills within the 

company is an asset and allows you to capitalize. They can of course be mentioned to support the 

technical proposal. 

 


